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Foreword

Lou Kiesch
Partner

Rising investor demand, the launch of
more sophisticated fund products and
a changing regulatory environment has
driven strong growth in Asian investment
fund markets over the past few years.
These dynamics are likely to continue
and will fuel future market growth and
opportunities for fund managers well into
the medium term. However, the region is
and will remain highly fragmented with
diverse investment cultures, complex
national regulatory frameworks and unique
local market characteristics that combine
to make market entry and ongoing fund
distribution a significant ongoing challenge
for many European managers.
However, we believe that the significant
opportunities being generated and
available to asset managers across the
Asia/Pacific region are not being fully
seized. A key obstacle to distribution
success remains a lack of detailed insight
into and understanding of this region.

Mark Evans
Independent Consultant

With this in mind, we provide asset
managers, wishing to include Asian
markets in their growth strategies, with a
better understanding of the key national
markets and their local characteristics. This
publication aims to provide information
about local regulatory and tax frameworks,
insights into the business culture, highlight
current market developments and identify
future distribution trends. Together this
information will assist you in designing and
then implementing a robust and ultimately
successful regional fund distribution
strategy.
This first issue includes Hong Kong,
Australia, Singapore, Taiwan, South Korea,
Japan and the People’s Republic of China
and focuses on three main dimensions:
distribution possibilities from Europe into
Asia and vice versa, various Asian fund
passport initiatives and the delegation of
Asian securities portfolio management.

Deloitte aims to be on the
cutting edge; to increase
our already strong focus
on the Asian region and
assist European asset
managers to navigate the
intricacies of each local
market.
We highlight a number of important
factors that can affect the success of an
Asian distribution strategy. The most
significant factor tends to be the extent
of regional fragmentation (much more
so than Europe), that covers many of the
key market characteristics. A “one size
fits all” distribution strategy is likely to be
not appropriate for long-term regional
success. Asset managers need to identify
and assess the key local market attributes,
applicable regulations and tax rules,
local fund structures, competitors, levels
of openness to foreign funds, popular
products, key distribution channels,
investor expectations, local market
customs and the areas of likely future sales
growth.
Deloitte aims to be on the cutting edge; to
increase our already strong focus on the
Asian region and assist European asset
managers to navigate the intricacies of
each local market. Issued every six months,
this publication will provide essential upto-date insights into the key market trends,
regulatory and tax changes that impact
these jurisdictions and the shape of the
Asian investment fund landscape. These
fresh perspectives will provide valuable
insights to fund managers either striving
to find the best point of entry to unleash
the enormous potential of the Asian fund
market or to maintain or expand their
existing Asian distribution strategy.
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Glossary
AIF

Alternative Investment Fund

AIFMD

Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive

SFC

Securities & Futures Commission of Hong Kong

SITCA

South Korean Securities Investment Trust
and Consulting Association

FINMA

Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority

SITE

Taiwan Securities Investment Trust Enterprises

TPP

Trans-Pacific Partnership

UCITS

Undertakings for Collective Investment in
Transferable Securities within the meaning
of Directive 2009/65/EC

2011/61/EU
AFG

Association Française de la Gestion financière

AMIC

Asset Management and Investors Council

ACMF

ASEAN Capital Markets Forum

ARFP

Asia Region Funds Passport regime

APAC

Asia/Pacific region

APEC

Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation

AuM

Assets under management

ASEAN

Association of Southeast Asian Nations

CIS

Collective Investment Scheme

ASIC

Australian Securities and Investments
Commission

AMF

Autorité des marchés financiers –
Financial Markets Authority in France

CPF

Central Provident Fund

CSRC

China Securities Regulatory Commission

ESMA

European Securities and Markets Authority

ETF

Exchange Traded Fund

FCA

Financial Securities Commission

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

HNWI

High Net Worth Investors

MRF

Hong Kong Mutual Recognition of Funds

HKSE

Hong Kong Stock Exchange

ICMA

International Capital Market Association

IRP

Individual Retirement Pension

MoU

Memorandum of Understanding
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Introduction
There is a strong expectation the asset management industry will undergo
revolutionary changes over the next few years. Powerful forces, including new
technologies, significant demographic shifts and the rising power of both investors
and regulation, will drive the change and resultant challenges. The good news is that
substantial, if uneven, growth in assets under management is also likely to occur. For a
number of reasons we believe that the Asia/Pacific region will be at the very forefront
of this revolution, offering tremendous growth opportunities to those bold enough to
recognize and overcome the challenges.
Currently, the APAC region holds 30 percent of global private financial wealth. However,
it only accounts for 17 percent of assets under management and only 13 percent
of assets in regulated investment funds. This significant gap reflects the relative
immaturity of most national asset and funds management industries across APAC but,
also, large opportunities for growth. Most national asset management markets across
APAC are already in or are entering a phase of substantial growth and increasing
maturity, with local, regional and global investment fund managers actively involved.
Nevertheless, market diversity and fragmentation is (and will likely remain), a key
characteristic of the APAC region and thus a constant challenge for fund managers.
Several local asset management markets are mature; many are still developing to full
maturity, whilst others are in an emerging state. Thus, international fund managers
looking at an APAC cross-border funds strategy will find local markets at varying stages
of economic development and financial maturity, vastly different cultural norms,
business rules, investing patterns, market sophistication, investor types, channels of
fund distribution, regulations and tax rules. These local factors can create barriers in
to future success.
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For a number of reasons we believe
that the Asia/Pacific region will be at the
very forefront of this revolution, offering
tremendous growth opportunities to
those bold enough to recognize and
overcome the challenges.
It is not surprising then, that across APAC the key drivers of industry growth and
opportunity in national markets will most likely be a combination of common regional
and global drivers together specific factors evolving from local market requirements
or characteristics. The more common drivers will likely include the expected strong
regional GDP growth, more than double that of the US and Europe; the rapidly changing
demographics across much of Asia and the impact of technology to deliver cross-border
distribution solutions. In addition, a number of fund passport and mutual recognition
schemes across APAC will lead to a degree of regulatory harmonization and foster
increased cross-border fund sales.
Local growth factors may include high levels of household savings and specific government
policies to encourage more investment, rising wealth and quickly deepening pools of
investors, specific regulations to expand pension fund industries, policies designed
to expand access to foreign funds, local regulations encouraging/permitting greater
investment diversity, increased product transparency, new channels of distribution and
groups of local investors demanding greater investment choice (including alternative
assets), more innovative products and exposure to foreign assets.
This report has been prepared to assist you in the process of evaluating and developing
a successful APAC cross-border fund distribution strategy. It provides a summary of the
key Asian fund markets from the perspective of the cross-border marketing of European
funds. We also highlight the new Asian-based regulatory regimes for fund passporting.
Our report will be periodically updated to highlight relevant local tax and regulatory
changes impacting fund distribution.
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Distributing
European funds
in Asia
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An overview
01

Distribution strategies
for Asian markets

The distribution of European funds into
Asia, especially on a cross-border basis, can
be a commercially rewarding strategy but
also complex and challenging to develop,
implement and maintain, especially so
when retail investors are key targets.
The broader APAC region is highly
fragmented; a collection of significantly
diverse nations; historically, economically,
culturally and politically. This diversity
also includes local asset and funds
management markets and thus significantly
impacts on the process of cross-border
fund distribution across the region.

Unlike Europe, there is currently little to
no regional harmonization across the key
attributes of the investment fund industry.
Each national market will have its own
unique regulatory framework and tax
system, investor segments of specific size
and characteristics, fund design based on
local requirements, distribution channels
developed over many years and marketing
processes conforming to local regulations
and consumer tastes.
Whilst there are some similarities in the
process of cross-border fund distribution
across the region, there are many more
differences, certainly more than one would
typically find within the European funds
landscape.

Market share of foreign funds in key APAC countries
July 2018 AuM (Billion US$)
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Strategic Insight Global Cross Border Overview July 2018
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When it comes to the size of local
investment fund markets and the
proportion of assets held by foreign
versus local funds distributed in the key
APAC countries, we also see significant
differences, including countries that are
open to foreign funds such as Hong Kong
and Singapore and other large countries
such as China where foreign funds are still
not present.
Nevertheless, positive steps in the form
of various bilateral and multilateral fund
harmonization arrangements have recently
commenced, or are about to, across much
of the Asia/Pacific region. Whilst these
regimes are likely to have a positive impact
on cross-border distribution in the medium
to long-term, it is also likely that the region
will continue to experience significant
market fragmentation for some years to
come.
Regional fragmentation means that
a successful Asian fund distribution
strategy needs to be multi-layered and
jurisdictionally focused in design, execution

and maintenance. Success in Asia/Pacific
usually requires more than just excellent
fund performance or strong brand
recognition. An APAC region fund strategy
requires a deep understanding of the
different factors driving distribution and
sales in each target market. This includes
the various local channels of distribution
available to reach your target investors,
the fund products and asset classes that
currently satisfy the specific requirements
of each investor segment, the buying
patterns of different local investors and
their specific requirements and relationship
needs.
The core fund distribution factors such as
performance, pricing and promotion, that
follow reasonably consistent patterns in
other regions, tend to have more variation
market-to-market across APAC and typical
target investor segments and a region wide
cross-border strategy must account for this
degree of variation.

Success in
Asia/Pacific
usually requires
more than just
excellent fund
performance
or strong brand
recognition.
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European funds distributed
into Asia

European domiciled funds have been
successfully distributed into many APAC
jurisdictions for more than 25 years. UCITS
funds have experienced significant levels
of market penetration and sales, especially
since 2004, due in part to investment
choice, high levels of local investor
and distributor knowledge and trust,
the establishment of local distribution
offices, strong relationships with key
local distributors and more efficient and
connected Asian wide fund administration
and support services.
Not surprisingly, European fund distribution
across APAC, and especially at the retail
level, has been most successful in more
financially open or international local
markets such as Singapore, Taiwan,
Hong Kong, South Korea, Macau and
Japan. In these markets, except for Japan,
locally domiciled funds are often niche
in structure, small in number, and/or
offering a limited choice of asset classes in
which to invest. This has tended to allow
foreign funds to thrive in these markets. In
Singapore, Taiwan and Hong Kong, UCITS
dominate not just foreign fund distribution

but total market fund distribution, by total
share of authorized funds and share
of total assets under management.1
By contrast, European fund distribution
into Australia, China, Vietnam, Malaysia,
Thailand, New Zealand and partially
in Japan has either not been possible,
has been relatively unsuccessful or
predominately limited to only local
institutional investors. In some of these
markets, local funds have always, and
continue, to hold a dominant position.
Typically, European funds have had little
or no penetration in these markets
because of local regulatory and/or tax rules
restricting, discouraging or even blocking
the direct sale of foreign funds or cultural
preferences for domestic product.
However, Australia, Japan, Thailand and
New Zealand, (as well as South Korea) are
opening their markets to foreign funds
as part of their participation in the single
market initiative - ARFP. Even though this
new regime is heavily modeled on the
UCITS framework, European funds are not
permitted to utilize the ARFP “passport”
arrangements to gain better access to
these retail markets.

European domiciled funds have
been successfully distributed
into many APAC jurisdictions
for more than 25 years.

1. SFC 2017 Survey, Singapore Financial Services and the Treasury Bureau (2016) & SITCA Data 2018
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Focus on investor
segments

Rarely have we seen successful European
fund distribution in Asia coming from a
“one size fits all” strategy that could be
broadly applicable to parts of Europe or the
US. For UCITS, success in Asia is typically
characterized by a series of connected
single country strategies. Jurisdiction
by jurisdiction, Asian distribution plans
are usually based on specific investment
products targeted at one or more specific
local investor segments.
These local target investors have usually
been well researched, validated or

specifically requested by the engaged
local distribution entities, working with
the fund managers’ central distribution
or marketing team. Targeting known local
investor segments with specific fund
products, including local design features or
requirements, has usually greatly enhanced
local sales success. This bespoke strategy
focusing on local investors is more complex
to design but ultimately often more
efficient than offering all or most products
within an existing UCITS platform in a
“big bang” distribution approach.

funds. Many jurisdictions have recently or
will soon implement a range of new policies
designed to address the quickly changing
demographics by expanding, improving
access and generally modernizing their
local pension industries. The result will
be more assets flowing into this segment
requiring investment. The various national
sovereign wealth funds that are growing
in size and looking to diversify their asset
allocation are also key targets of foreign
managers and their products.

A key investor target segment across
much of APAC is the growing cohort of
government and large corporate pension
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Private placement or
regulatory authorizations

Many Asian jurisdictions allow European
funds direct market entry for local
distribution either through authorization
by their regulatory authority, meaning
public distribution, or via private placement
rules where only limited or no formal
authorization is usually required. The type
of market entry chosen may be critical to
sales success and therefore needs to be well
researched and appropriately developed,
often with advice from local market agents
or distributors and subject to ensuring
that local regulations and market practices,
that are sometimes relatively opaque, are
constantly complied with.

Local ongoing
compliance and reporting
requirements, as well as
overall costs, may also
vary based on the entry
method selected.
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Usually, the type of market entry is based
on the local target investors, the methods
by which local distributors intend to
approach them, and the type of fund to
be sold. The entry method will often have
a direct impact on the speed to market;
both for the initial tranche of funds and
later as additional products bought into the
local distribution strategy. Local ongoing
compliance and reporting requirements, as
well as overall costs, may also vary based
on the entry method selected. Dependent
on fund type and subject to the above
factors, consideration is usually first given
to local private placement methods to
reach target investors, especially if only
professional or institutional investors are to
be targeted.
Universally, market entry by regulatory
authorization for public distribution is
to be undertaken if retail investors are
to be targeted. Authorization for public
distribution may also be the only option
if no private placement is permitted or
even if such rules exist, they are either too
vague, unclear or too restrictive. Often
distribution in a particular jurisdiction will
commence using private placement, only
to be subsequently changed to regulatory
authorization, due to an expansion in the
distribution strategy or a determination
by the local agent/distributor that private
placement is deemed too restrictive.

Navigating Asia | Distributing European funds in Asia
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UCITS marketing
channels across Asia

As mentioned, across the APAC region
the level of overall diversity extends down
through to the differences in the various
channels of fund distribution. Even in the
more “open” group of jurisdictions, where
UCITS have been successfully sold, the type
of distribution channel, the specific entities
marketing European funds, the methods
used and the share of net sales, varies
considerably. These differences reinforce
the need for a local bespoke rather than a
regional wide fund distribution strategy.

of private banks as they have a stronger
presence than in Hong Kong and also
fund platforms have a healthy and
growing 10 percent share of fund sales in
Singapore4. Generally, the banks have less
of a domination in other APAC markets.
By contrast, distribution in Taiwan is more
complex and less concentrated, partly
because of the need to appoint a master
agent and then a series of sub-distributors.
Around 60 percent of Taiwanese sales
occur through a large number of banks,
some 20 percent via insurance companies
and the remaining 15 percent through

direct (including online) sales and
brokerage firms.5 In Korea and Japan, banks
have an even smaller share of fund sales,
accounting for only 30 percent, whilst
60 percent of sales occur through
brokerage firms, with the balance of
fund sales online, via fund platforms,
independent financial advisers and
insurance companies.6

An overview of the foreign fund distribution
characteristics operating in each
jurisdiction is provided in the specific
country sections below. Nevertheless,
across much of APAC the banking sector
tends to be the dominant channel for
the distribution of funds, including UCITS
where they are permitted, towards the
retail, mass affluent and HNWI segments.
For example, in Hong Kong and Singapore,
the two largest APAC markets for UCITS,
fund distribution is highly concentrated
in the banking networks, accounting for
approximately 75 to 80 percent of all
fund sales.2 However, in Hong Kong, this
channel comprises only a handful of retail
banks.3 In Singapore, more banking entities
share total fund sales, especially a range

2. S
 ecurities and Futures Commission 2015 and
Singapore Financial Services and the Treasury
Bureau 2016

3. Cerulli Survey 2016
4. Cerulli Survey 2016
5. SITCA Data 2018

6. T
 he Investment Trust Association of Japan
Factbook 2018 and Korea Financial Investment
Association Annual Report for 2016
15
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Some banks with thirdparty fund platforms
have tended to restrict
access to a smaller
number of fund
managers and/or sought
to increase the payment
of distribution fees.
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Nevertheless, given the large role that
banks currently play in fund distribution
across Asia, they remain key to long-term
non-institutional sales success. A solid
relationship with appropriate banks
supporting your distribution strategy, by
providing access to their third-party fund
platforms, is vital to long-term distribution
success.
Notwithstanding the continuing rise of
direct online and fund platform sales
across the region, UCITS distribution is

Navigating Asia | Distributing European funds in Asia

often supported by independent locally
based distributors. These entities usually
have a commercial connection to the UCITS
manager, an appropriate market presence,
a strong brand, a sufficient client base
aligned with the products on offer, or has its
values and culture aligned with the UCITS
promoter. Such Asian distributors are often
local or regional private and retail banks.
In recent years, mid-size UCITS managers
looking to enter the Asian region have
found the process of finding, evaluating,
concluding an agreement and then
working with appropriate local distributors
challenging. Some banks with third-party
fund platforms have tended to restrict
access to a smaller number of fund
managers and/or sought to increase the
payment of distribution fees.
Part of the long-term success of UCITS
distribution across Asia, especially for
UCITS promoters not part of a banking
group, has been due to managers
establishing a local sales office to manage
local distribution relationships. Usually
such an office is established in one of
the three key “open” Asian markets
for UCITS, either as part of the initial
distribution strategy or at a later phase.
An alternative has been for fund managers
to engage independent sales agents, often
previously employed within the local or
regional banking network, especially if the
selected target investors are institutional.
For UCITS the use of sales teams from
the managers’ European or American
distribution hubs on a fly in/fly out basis
usually supports the local distributor but
is rarely a stand-alone alternative.

06

Alternative funds
in Asia

Cayman funds with a broad range of
different investment strategies have been
successfully distributed in Asia, especially
Japan, Hong Kong and Singapore, for many
years. With the introduction of AIFMD,
European AIFs are being increasingly
distributed to institutional investor
segments, especially in Hong Kong and
Singapore. However, in general Asia has
been slow to lose its love for Cayman
products and to fully embrace Europeanbased alternative funds.

Some banks with third-party
fund platforms have tended
to restrict access to a smaller
number of fund managers
and/or sought to increase the
payment of distribution fees.
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Australia

Hong Kong
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People’s
Republic
of China

Taiwan

Japan
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Local market insights
A full version of the report offers a
comprehensive analysis of the fund
industry in seven key APAC markets: Hong
Kong, China, Australia, Singapore, Taiwan,
South Korea and Japan. Readers will find
details on market size, scope and key
recent developments, types of local funds,
main distribution channels used, current
product and distribution trends with the
focus on the distribution of European
funds, typical market entry methods, local
marketing processes, distribution fees and
key local investor segments to target.

Key Research Questions Answered:
•• What’s the market entry options for a foreign fund?
•• What is the size of the cross-border fund segment?
•• Which European funds are favored?
•• What are the key local investor segments?
•• Can I market to all local investors?
•• Which distribution channels are preferred?
•• Are any current policies impacting the market?
•• Where could future fund sales come from?

Sample Table of Contents – Hong Kong
Introduction
General Market Overview
Distribution of European funds
Types and structure of European funds distributed

PURCHASE DETAILS
•• 7 chapters
•• 7 APAC countries
•• 73 pages of local market insight
•• Digital copy and hardcopy in color

Key local entities distributing European funds
Key distribution methods
Key distribution channels used

For more information, visit:
www.deloitte.com/lu/navigating-asia

Marketing processes
Distribution fees charged
Specific key local distribution trends
01. Growing online fund distribution
02. New corporate fund structures
03. Growth of ETF distribution
04. Further regulatory changes
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Impact of the
AIFMD passport on
Asian distribution
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Impact of the AIFMD passport on Asian
distribution
ESMA’s first advice on the AIFMD passport
to non-EU AIFMs and non-EU AIFs assessed
six non-EU countries including both
Hong Kong and Singapore. ESMA raised
concerns on the extension of the passport
to Hong Kong and Singapore principally
due to a lack of reciprocal market access
detrimental to EU AIFMs and EU AIFs.
ESMA’s second advice in 2016 gave a
positive assessment for Hong Kong, but
only for AIFs and not AIFMs. This means
that Hong Kong domiciled AIFs may be
marketed throughout the EU but only by
EU based AIF managers and not Hong
Kong-based fund managers.

22

ESMA's 2016 advice to the European
Parliament, the Council and the Commission
on the application of the AIFMD passport to
non-EU AIFMs and AIFs found no significant
obstacles regarding investor protection,
competition, market disruption or the
monitoring of systemic risk.
However, ESMA did flag an issue in
relation to retail funds (including UCITS)
for both Hong Kong and Singapore. The
main concern is that only certain EU
Member States are qualified as acceptable
inspection regimes by the Hong Kong
regulator, meaning that only retail funds
domiciled in these EU Member States have
access to the Hong Kong retail market.
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With regards to applying the AIFM passport
to Singapore, ESMA has advised that for AIFs
there are no significant obstacles. However,
ESMA noted that retail funds domiciled in
only five EU Member States are considered
as offering at least equal protection to retail
investors compared with local retail funds
and are thus marketable in Singapore.
ESMA concluded that Singaporean market
access conditions for EU-based retail funds
established in the recognized EU Member
States are accordingly different from those
applicable to the other non-recognized EU
Member States.

ESMA's 2016 advice to the European
Parliament, the Council and the
Commission on the application of the
AIFMD passport to non-EU AIFMs and
AIFs found no significant obstacles
regarding investor protection,
competition, market disruption or the
monitoring of systemic risk.
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Asian fund
distribution initiatives
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There has
been a broad
recognition of the
various economic
benefits of such
industry growth
to all the usual
stakeholders.

Asia/Pacific is currently home to only
7 percent of the world’s mutual funds.
Given the large proportion of global
private investible wealth held within this
region it is reasonable to believe that
there is massive scope for further growth
in the funds industry across APAC over
the coming decades.7 There has been a
broad recognition of the various economic
benefits of such industry growth to all
the usual stakeholders. Moreover, it is
also recognized that in a fragmented
region, a key component of future growth
is efficient cross-border distribution.
As a result, various APAC passporting
initiatives for investment funds have
recently been launched to harmonize local
regulatory frameworks to enable bilateral
and multilateral cross-border fund
distribution.

7. Investment Company Institute Statistical Research 2016
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Collectively these new regimes should have
long-term impacts on the size and maturity
of the region’s asset management industry,
as each arrangement seeks to create a
series of single markets for the efficient
cross-border distribution of investment
funds to local investors.
The economic benefits would flow to local
investors, through greater competition,
lower fees and more choice, and to asset
managers by permitting efficient host
market entry, efficient additional sales,
economies of scale and boosting profits,
and for the region in general by keeping
capital within Asia, reduce regulatory
duplication, drive economies of scale,
deepen capital markets and foster greater
competition and local market maturity.
It is disappointing that a single APAC
wide passport regime has not been
developed but, rather the regions’ two key
economic groupings, ASEAN and APEC,
have both created separate multilateral
fund passporting regimes. Unsurprisingly,
both regimes are quite similar in their
construction given that both relied heavily
on the UCITS Directive for inspiration. At
this stage we have provided only a brief
overview of each regime, especially as the
ASEAN regime has been very slow to gain
traction and critical mass, (notwithstanding
it has been operating for four years), and,
at the time of writing, the APEC regime is
close but, yet to commence. We anticipate
to provide greater detail on the operation,
implementation, use and advantages of
each cross-border regime in the next
update of this report.

Given the size and growth of China, the
Hong Kong/China MRF agreement probably
provides the most significant opportunities
and especially for foreign asset managers
if they create Hong Kong based funds for
Mainland Chinese distribution.
01. A SEAN Collective Investment
Schemes (CIS)
The ASEAN CIS framework was launched
in August 2014 and is open to all
10 Southeast Asian member countries.
To date only Singapore, Malaysia and
Thailand8 are currently participating, having
signed the MoU establishing the “ASEAN
CIS Framework for cross-border offering
of CIS”.
Currently, approximately 14 funds have
been approved as ASEAN CIS. Moreover,
only six of these funds have been
approved for retail distribution by both
the home and host countries. The ACMF,
aimed at developing an integrated regional
capital market, has a stated priority of
promoting ETFs.
In February 2018, the three participating
regulators agreed to decrease the AuM
fund managers needed to participate in the
framework and to increase (from 20 percent
to 100 percent) the proportion of the fund’s
assets that can be sub-managed by a
manager that is not regulated by a signatory
country. European domiciled funds cannot
benefit from the ASEAN CIS via a feederfund structure, as the master fund needs
to be a qualifying CIS under the ASEAN CIS
framework.

The third market initiative around fund
passporting has been a series of bilateral
mutual recognition arrangements between
Hong Kong and Mainland China and Hong
Kong and France, the UK and Switzerland.

8. https://deloi.tt/2EQMaxF
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02. A sian Region Fund Passport
Established by APEC, the ARFP is the
largest Asian regulatory initiative at
creating a single market for the efficient
distribution of retail funds across
participating Asian jurisdictions. The
ARFP governing framework is a series of
common and passporting regulations
developed jointly by a working group, the
members being representative of the
participating jurisdictions.
The regulatory framework will operate
so that a fund domiciled and approved
for domestic retail distribution in a
participating jurisdiction must first satisfy
various ARFP specific requirements. These
requirements include structure, assets/
investments, restrictions on portfolio
allocation and diversification, valuation
and pricing, regulatory reporting, asset
custody, compliance and oversight,
delegation limits and organizational and
capital requirements.
A specific fund, and the operator, that
satisfies these requirements may
then apply to its home regulator to
be registered as a “passport” fund.
A domestic fund so registered as a
passport fund may then, as a third step,
apply to a host regulator to enter the
host market by completing a 21-day
market entry process, including the
provision of required documents and the
payment of a fee.
ARFP was launched in 2016 with the
concluding of a Memorandum of
Cooperation signed by the participating
jurisdictions. The ARFP only becomes
operational once two or more participating

28

countries have introduced the agreed
regulations into their domestic law.
In March 2018 an initial “pilot program” that
was launched to allow asset managers,
financial entities, as well as service
providers and other market players, to test
the operational practicalities of the ARFP
cross-border fund regulations. To date,
only five of the 21 APEC members have
agreed to take part in the regime (Australia,
Japan, New Zealand, South Korea and
Thailand) and this may have a short to
medium term impact on its success.
The ARFP (similar to the ASEAN CIS)
offers domestic focused asset managers
opportunities to expand the distribution
of their retail products into new markets.
Given that the ARFP rules are similar to the
UCITS Directive, asset managers having
existing UCITS style funds may find it
more efficient to design appropriate ARFP
products and implement appropriate ARFP
distribution strategies towards the host
markets.
The three key ARFP markets of Japan,
South Korea and Australia, are not
especially open to foreign funds.
Nevertheless, they are all large domestic
markets, well developed and sophisticated.
However, as we mentioned above, all are
competitive markets and so the correct
local product mix and distribution strategy
will be critical for long-term success. At this
early stage a handful of Australian-based
asset managers are developing broad
strategic plans to use the ARFP with a
primary focus on equity products into
Japan and various Japanese managers
looking to the Australian market.
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03. H
 ong Kong – China: Mutual
Recognition of Funds
In July 2015, Hong Kong’s SFC and the CSRC
implemented a MRF agreement between
Hong Kong and Mainland China.
Under this agreement, asset management
companies based in one of the jurisdictions
will be able to directly market their funds,
eligible under the MRF conditions, directly
to retail investors resident in the other.
Currently, about 15 percent of all Hong Kong
domiciled funds may be eligible to be sold
directly into Mainland China and about
800 Chinese funds into Hong Kong.
The MRF agreement contains a range of
requirements and restrictions. Presently,
only vanilla type equity funds, balanced
funds, bond funds and unlisted index funds
(including physical index-tracking ETFs)
will be eligible under the MRF; the MRF
has an overall initial investment quota of
RMB300 billion (US$ 47 billion) for all fund
flows (sales).

04. H
 ong Kong – Switzerland: Mutual
Recognition of Funds
In December 2016, the Hong Kong SFC and
the Swiss FINMA concluded an MoU on MRF
between the two jurisdictions. The MoU
permits the eligible funds of one jurisdiction
to be publicly offered directly to retail
investors in the other jurisdiction.
An eligible fund in one jurisdiction must
undertake an approval process for public
offering in the host jurisdiction but, under
a streamlined process according to the
various requirements as described by each
regulatory authority. As of December 2017
FINMA had approved four Hong Kong funds
for retail distribution in Switzerland.
The Switzerland/Hong Kong MRF removes a
disadvantage for Swiss funds compared to
funds from Luxembourg, Ireland, France or
Germany, which could already be marketed
to retail investors in Hong Kong. Swiss
portfolio managers are also now accepted
by the SFC for funds approved for public
sale in Hong Kong.

As of December 2017, 50 mainland funds
(including two umbrella funds) had been
approved by the SFC for sale in Hong Kong
and 10 Hong Kong funds approved for
distribution on the mainland. In terms of
plain vanilla MRF funds, investor confidence
in the regime has materialized slower
than expected, as Hong Kong investors
are hesitant to invest directly into Chinese
mainland funds and vice versa.

05. H
 ong Kong – France: Mutual
Recognition of Funds
In July 2017, the Hong Kong SFC and
France's AMF signed an MRF MoU for the
distribution of eligible Hong Kong and
French funds in these two jurisdictions. This
is the first such agreement between Hong
Kong and a member state of the European
Union.

Nevertheless, the Hong Kong/China MRF
remains a significant medium to long-term
opportunity for Hong Kong based global
asset managers to directly enter the
Chinese asset management market, build
a sustainable brand, develop successful
distribution relationships and capture a
slice of the fast-growing retail, high net
worth and mass affluent investor segments.

The MRF MoU covers the types of funds
that may be distributed to retail investors
under the MRF through a streamlined
authorization process. The SFC will grant
authorization to an eligible French fund
within one month of application provided it
satisfies the requirements as set out in the
SFC Circular on the MRF and contained in
the application file.9

9. https://deloi.tt/2ADdviI
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06. Hong Kong – UK: Mutual
Recognition of Funds
In October 2018, the Hong Kong SFC and
the United Kingdom FCA have entered into
an MRF MoU, which will allow eligible Hong
Kong public funds and United Kingdom
retail funds to be distributed in each
other’s markets through a streamlined
process.
The MoU aims to establish a framework
for exchange of information, regulatory
cooperation and dialogue in relation to
the cross-border offering of eligible Hong
Kong public funds and United Kingdom
retail funds.
In essence, the Hong Kong funds
covered by the MoU and applying for
FCA recognition must be, among others,
established, domiciled and managed
in accordance with Hong Kong laws
and regulations and their constitutive
documents as well as being authorized
by the SFC for public offering in Hong
Kong.10 Each Hong Kong fund covered
by the MoU must maintain appropriate
facilities based in the UK for the UK based
local investors.
Similarly, the UK funds covered by the
MoU must be established, domiciled
and managed in accordance with UK
laws, regulations, and their constitutive
documents. These must be UCITS
schemes, which are authorized by the
FCA.11 Such funds shall also appoint
a local firm based in Hong Kong as its
local representative.

07. H
 ong Kong – Shanghai Stock
Connect
The Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock Connect
regime is a cross-border investment
channel connecting the Shanghai and
Hong Kong stock exchanges. Investors in
each market are able to trade shares on
the other market using their local brokers
and clearing houses. This connected stock
exchange regime commenced in 2014.
Initially the SFC requires mainland investors
trading in the Southbound Trading
Link (into Hong Kong) to be limited to
institutional investors, and those individual
investors who hold an aggregate balance
of not less than RMB500,000 in their
securities and cash accounts.
08. Hong Kong – Shenzhen Stock
Connect
Launched in 2016, the Shenzen-Hong Kong
Stock Connect is similar to the Shanghai
regime.12 However, unlike Shanghai-Hong
Kong Stock Connect, shares listed in the
Shanghai Stock Exchange are primarily
state-owned enterprises. Global investors
can now access the technology companies
of mainland China listed in Shenzhen
via this new regime. In the same vein,
Shenzhen investors are also able to access
HKSE shares via their respective local
securities brokers.
The Shenzhen-Hong Kong Stock Connect
has the same daily quota, applicable
under the Shanghai-Hong Kong Stock
Connect, of RMB13 billion for Northbound
Shenzhen Trading and RMB10.5 billion for
Southbound Hong Kong Trading.

10. Authorised by the SFC under section 104 of the Securities and Futures Commission
11. A
 uthorised by the FCA under Part 17 of Financial Services and Markets Act or under
the Open Ended Investment Companies Regulations 2001 (as amended)
12. h
 ttps://deloi.tt/2EM3lAm
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At the initial stage, the Northbound
Shenzhen Trading restricts eligible
investors to institutional professional
investors as defined in the relevant Hong
Kong rules and regulations. In the future,
other categories of investors may be
allowed to trade.
09. ETF Connect
A further and more fund-specific
harmonization initiative between mainland
China and Hong Kong is ETF Connect.
Once operating ETF Connect will allow
international and mainland investors to
trade in exchange traded fund products
listed on the Hong Kong, Shanghai and
Shenzhen stock exchanges. Launch is
expected in the second half of 2018.

10. H
 ong Kong – Australia: Mutual
Recognition of Funds
In 2008, the Hong Kong SFC and Australia’s
ASIC signed a MRF for the cross-border
sale of retail funds to investors in each
of the two markets. The agreement
permits Australian and Hong Kong funds
to be offered to the other market under a
streamlined vetting process.13
However, to date this MRF agreement
has failed to create a single market for
retail funds between the two countries.
No material asset flows in either direction
have resulted in more than ten years.
A significant issue blocking success is
that in Australia, the same entity can act
as investment manager and custodian,

whereas this is not possible in Hong Kong,
which is effectively blocking Australian
funds distributing into Hong Kong.
Hong Kong funds looking to distribute
into Australia have been disadvantaged by
local tax rules, especially if an Australian
adviser was used. These tax rules have
been modified since July 2015, with Hong
Kong and foreign funds meeting the
requirements to be exempt from Australian
tax. These changes may give some impetus
to Hong Kong based asset managers to
use this mutual recognition regime with
Australia.

The CSRC has indicated that ETF Connect
will be launched following regulatory
changes giving them access to the identities
of investors taking part in the stock connect
regime. Mainland investors will be interested
in trading in exchange traded funds listed in
Hong Kong, including index funds tracking
stock and bond markets in the US, Europe
and the rest of Asia.
The launch of ETF Connect should see a
significant flow of capital into Hong Kong
listed ETF products from Chinese investors
seeking more diversification and potentially
the launch of many more ETF fund products
on the exchange. For global ETF providers
based in Hong Kong the opportunities are
significant, with first mover advantage &
acquiring distribution partnerships the key
to initial distribution success.

13. h
 ttps://deloi.tt/2EPhyws
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The fund distribution model in Europe
consists of having the portfolio managed
locally (i.e. Asian securities are managed
by Asian entities thanks to a delegation
agreement) and the units of funds offered
worldwide. This model is popular in financial
centres such as Luxembourg and enables
“European savers to benefit from fund
management expertise around the globe
while enjoying the same level of investment
protection as within the EU” as stated
by the ICMA’s Asset Management and
Investors Council (AMIC) in its delegation
paper on April 2018.

dated 20 September 2017, to add an
article 31a to the ESMA Regulation.15 This
new Article 31a aims at, amongst others,
strengthening the coordination function
of the ESMA and to ensure harmonization
amongst European competent authorities
to effectively supervise outsourcing,
delegation and risk transfer arrangements
in third countries.
Currently, the European Commission
considers that the supervisory practices
from one EU Member State to another
are not harmonized.

However, some industry players are afraid
that this model would be questioned by the
proposal of the European Commission14

14. Proposal for regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council 2017/0230
15. R
 egulation (EU) No 1095/2010 establishing a European Supervisory Authority
(European Securities and Markets Authority).
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Potential impact for Asia
Asia as such is impacted by being a
universe of third countries – as per EU
perspective. For example, in case of a
UCITS management company with funds
investing mainly in Asian equities and
for which it has delegated or intends to
delegate the portfolio management to a
Hong-Kong based entity, the main changes
the new article 31a will bring can be
described as follows:
01. T
 he entities are subject to regulatory
requirements on remuneration that are
equally effective as those applicable
under ESMA guidelines; or
02. Appropriate contractual arrangements
are in place with delegated entities to
ensure that there is no circumvention
of the remuneration rules set out in
the ESMA guidelines. The contractual
arrangements should cover any
payments made for compensation for the
performance of portfolio management
or risk management activities.
The notion of “material part” of activities is
not defined and as noticed by some fund
association bodies, such as the French AFG,
this notion does not correspond to any
existing term in the sectorial regulations
applicable to fund managers (i.e UCITS
and AIFM Directive). This could create
uncertainty and potential discrepancies
in its interpretation.

This new Article 31a
aims at, amongst others,
strengthening the
coordination function of
the ESMA and to ensure
harmonization amongst
European competent
authorities to effectively
supervise outsourcing,
delegation and risk transfer
arrangements in third
countries.

If applicable, we will update this section in
the next periodic release of this report.
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We serve 20 out of
the top 25 asset
managers globally and
are the number one
in advisory services in
Luxembourg to the
asset management
industry.
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Deloitte Luxembourg is recognized by the
market as an expert in the investment fund
industry covering its entire value chain, as
well as a leader in global fund distribution
services. One of our key differentiators is
that we apply synergies in our approach
to manage services to deliver an efficient,
high quality and consistent operating
model. Notably, we have unique experience
in combining regulatory expertise with
operational excellence and proven
technologies. We serve 20 out of the top
25 asset managers globally and are
number one in advisory services in
Luxembourg to the asset management
industry.
Our international team of 80+ experts is
specialized in global fund registration and
coordinating fund lifecycle projects with all
stakeholder involved. A team of experts in
compliance and market intelligence who
can tailor answers on specific questions
complements our service offering.

Deloitte’s fund registration service provides
initial registration assistance to more than
280 different fund vehicles (UCITS and
AIFs) and over 2,500 sub-funds, ongoing
and post-registration maintenance,
KIID notifications and assistance in the
development of a distribution strategy.
We also provide assistance with ETF
listings on stock exchanges. Your benefit
is quick access to markets and adhering to
compliance rules while distributing your
products.
Our country experts perform ongoing
research and regulatory monitoring in
more than 70 countries in Europe, Asia,
Middle East, North America and Latin
America. We can identify distribution
opportunities, latest trends and regulatory
developments. In addition, we offer
advice on the use of marketing materials,
investment restrictions, applicable laws,
risk management and much more.

We combine compliance, analytical
and reporting skills with our UCITS and
PRIIPs KI(I)D factory by performing risk
computation, document assembly and
web publishing and dissemination. Deloitte
has also gained notable experience in
the production and compliance review of
factsheets.
Besides excellent client service, Deloitte’s
priorities focus on technology, more
specifically on online project tracking and
regulatory web tools.
A detailed description of our services
can be found here:
https://www2.deloitte.com/lu/en/pages/
investment-management/solutions/marketbooster.html
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